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Abstract: The prediction of monthly rainfall is greatly beneficial for water resources management
and flood control projects. Machine learning (ML) techniques, as an increasingly popular approach,
have been applied in diverse climatic regions, showing their respective superiority. On top of that,
the ensemble learning model that synthesizes the advantages of different ML models deserves more
attention. In this study, an ensemble learning model based on stacking approach was proposed.
Four prevalent ML models, namely k-nearest neighbors (KNN), extreme gradient boosting (XGB),
support vector regression (SVR), and artificial neural networks (ANN) are taken as base models. To
combine the outputs from the base models, the weighting algorithm is used as second-layer learner
to generate predictions. Large-scale climate indices, large-scale atmospheric variables, and local
meteorological variables were used as predictors. R2, RMSE and MAE, were used as evaluation
metrics. The results show that the performance of base models varied among the nine stations in
the Taihu Basin, while the stacking approach generally performed better than the four base models.
The stacking model showed better performance in spring and winter than in summer and autumn.
During wet months, the accuracy of model prediction varied more significantly. On the whole, based
on performance evaluation measures, it is concluded that the proposed stacking ensemble multi-ML
model can provide a flexible and reasonable prediction framework applicable to other regions.

Keywords: rainfall; prediction; machine learning; stacking model; Taihu basin

1. Introduction

Rainfall is an essential component in the hydrological cycle. Rainfall prediction is a
fundamental issue in hydrological application. Reliable rainfall prediction is principal for
water resource management, agriculture and flood control projects [1–3]. In the current
context of climate change [4] and intense human activity, rainfall pattern becomes more
complicated; thus, rainfall prediction remains a significant and demanding problem [5,6].

Generally, for modeling precipitation, numerical models based on the physical mecha-
nisms and the statistical models were commonly employed [7,8]. The numerical models
are based on the physical equations, including the complex process of atmosphere, ocean
and land [9,10]. A large amount of data, such as temperature, pressure and moisture are
acquired to drive the numerical models, which expends a lot of calculation costs. The statis-
tical model is an approach of acquiring the features of historical rainfall time series and
then predicting the evolution based on these features. The autoregressive model (AR) [11],
the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model [12,13] and the autoregressive mov-
ing integrated average (ARIMA) model [14,15] have been widely used for hydrological
series predicting.
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Machine learning (ML) techniques, as an increasingly popular approach, provide an
attractive alternative to traditional methods for rainfall prediction [16], driven by flexible
predictor datasets [17,18]. It can take advantage of all kinds of information, including, but not
limited to, atmospheric, geographical and oceanic factors to predict the target [19,20]. Multiple
machine learning methods have been employed for predicting rainfall. Yu et al. [21]
compared the effectiveness of support vector regression (SVR) and random forest (RF) in
radar-derived rainfall forecasting in three reservoir catchments in Taiwan and found that
SVR was more accurate in the estimation of rainfall. Cramer et al. [22] compared to the
application of ML techniques in 20 cities around Europe and 22 cities in the United States,
and found that ANN, SVR, and genetic programming (GP) showed better agreement than
Markov chain, radial basis neural networks (RBNN), M5 rules, M5 model trees and K-
nearest neighbors (KNN). Pour et al. [23] predicted seasonal rainfall extremes in Malaysia,
and found that Bayesian artificial neural networks (BANN) performed the best, followed by
SVR and RF. Sachindra et al. [24] compared the effectiveness of relevance vector machine
(RVM) with ANN, SVR, and GP for downscaling reanalysis data to monthly rainfall in
Australia. This research shows that RVM is recommended over GP, ANN or SVR in
developing downscaling models. Diez-Sierra and del Jesus [19] predicted long tern term
daily rainfall, showing that neural networks (NN) presented significantly better results
when predicting the intensity of rainfall, followed by SVM, KNN and RF, with slightly
worse values of R and RMSE than NN in Spain. Zeynoddin et al. [3] demonstrated that
a hybrid model by integrating a linear model and non-linear ELM model was powerful
for monthly rainfall prediction in a tropical region. Zhou et al. [25] compared RF, gradient
boosting regression (GBM), SVR, ANN and dual-stage attention-based recurrent neural
network (DA-RNN) in predicting monthly rainfall in Yangtze River Delta, China, showing
that RF performed better in terms of MAE, and that RF and ANN proved to be favorable in
terms of R2, RMSE.

Previous studies have generally investigated an individual ML method with single
structure, demonstrating their respective superiority. Considering that rainfall is affected
by different factors, as well as that it shows different statistical characteristics, the individ-
ual ML model with a specific structure possesses limited ability to present the complex
relationship between rainfall and diverse predictors in varying climatic regions. In recent
years, ensemble learning methods, which can combine multiple ML models, have shown
their advantages [26]. The stacking ensemble model is a popular one among them [27–29].
‘Stacking’ is a specific type of ensemble learning which can take advantage of different
base model structures to generate theoretically more promising prediction [30]. Zoune-
mat et al. [31] summarized research on the application of ensemble learning approaches in
a hydrological field, and claimed that using ensemble strategies is superior over individual
machine learning models. Li et al. [32] integrated SVR, RF, elastic net regression (ENR) and
extreme gradient boosting (XGB), through the stacking ensemble approach for mid-term
streamflow forecasting. It was found that the application of the stacking strategy improved
the ability of individual models. Wang et al. [33] compared stacking model with individual
models for beach water quality prediction, finding the stacking model is the most robust
one for 3 beaches in 5-year prediction. Nevertheless, the potential of stacking ensemble
model in rainfall prediction has less explored.

The main objective of this study is to develop a stacking ensemble model for monthly
rainfall prediction with multiple predictors and to examine the performance of the model.
Specially, four machine learning models (KNN, XGB, SVR, ANN) were utilized as base
learners due to their high popularity and good performance on previous studies. By means
of assigning weights, the four base learners were combined to the stacking ensemble model.
The performance of the stacking ensemble model is assessed by evaluation metrics R2,
RMSE, MAE. The predicted results are examined on an annual aggregated scale, seasonal
scale, dry/intermediate/wet month months and months of extreme rainfall.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the study area and
data. Section 3 presents a brief introduction of four machine learning models, the stacking
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ensemble framework, hyper-parameter optimization, evaluation metrics and categorization
of dry/intermediate/wet months. Section 4 presents the results and discussions, including
the comparison of model performances, the examination of the performance at different
time scales, and the discussion of prediction results. Section 5 presents a summary and
conclusions.

2. Study Area and Data

The Taihu basin (ranging from latitude 30◦28′ N to 32◦15′ N and longitude 119◦11′ E
to 121◦53′ E) is located in the Yangtze River Delta, on the southeast coast of China, as
shown in Figure 1. The total area of the watershed is approximately 36,895 km2, comprising
of parts of Jiangsu Province, Zhejiang Province and Anhui Province and Shanghai City.
Around 80% of the Taihu basin is plain, and the remaining 20% is occupied by low hills
in the western part of the Taihu basin [34], with rivers and lakes accounting for 17% of
the total area of the basin [35]. The Taihu basin is located in a subtropical monsoon zone,
with the average annual precipitation is 1218.1 mm [36]. Cyclonic storms and convectional
rainfall frequently occurring in flood season (May to September), are the main triggers for
flood events that, consequently, affect infrastructure and human lives.

Figure 1. Map of the study region and location of rain stations.

For the monthly rainfall prediction, nine stations located in the Taihu Basin and its
surroundings were selected, as shown in Figure 1. Since the long-term rainfall series data
in the Taihu basin for access are limited, three stations (Nanjing, Nantong and Ningguo)
within about 30 km from the Taihu basin were used in this study. The monthly rainfall at
these adjacent stations are also subject to the similar climatic condition [37,38]. The monthly
rainfall datasets for the period 1961–2019 were obtained from the China Meteorological Data
Service Centre, China Meteorological Administration (CMA) (http://data.cma.cn/data/
cdcdetail/dataCode/SURF_CLI_CHN_MUL_DAY_V3.0.html (accessed on 27 February
2021)). Table 1 provides the geographic details and climatic properties of the nine stations.

http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/SURF_CLI_CHN_MUL_DAY_V3.0.html
http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/SURF_CLI_CHN_MUL_DAY_V3.0.html
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Table 1. The geographic details and climatic characteristics of the nine stations in the study.

No. Station Abbr.
Longitude

(◦E)
Latitude

(◦N)
Altitude

(m)

Monthly Precipitation

Mean
(mm)

Maximum
(mm)

Coefficient of
Variation (Cv)

1 Xujiahui XJH 121.43 31.20 4.6 101.3 725.5 0.809
2 Baoshan BS 121.45 31.40 5.5 94.5 570.9 0.834
3 Dongshan DS 120.43 31.07 17.5 95.8 696.6 0.764
4 Liyang LY 119.48 31.43 7.7 97.3 521.3 0.820
5 Pinghu PH 121.08 30.62 5.4 103.4 569.3 0.788
6 Hangzhou HZ 120.17 30.23 41.7 119.2 611.0 0.712
7 Nanjing NJ 118.90 31.93 35.2 90.5 661.5 0.952
8 Nantong NT 120.98 32.08 4.8 91.6 604.4 0.909
9 Ningguo NG 118.98 30.62 87.3 120.8 783.2 0.730

A total of 14 variables, including large-scale climate indices, large-scale atmospheric
variables, and local meteorological variables, were used as predictors (Table 2).

The large-scale climate indices in the prediction were the Nino 3.4 index (Nino 3.4), the
southern oscillation index (SOI), the Western Pacific subtropic high intensity (WPSH) and
the Southern Hemisphere annular mode Index (SAMI). Nino 3.4 is identified as the average
sea surface temperatures (SST) anomaly in the region of 5◦ N–5◦ S and 170◦ W–120◦ W.
The southern oscillation index (SOI) is typically calculated using the Troup’s method
using the values of pressure differences from Tahiti and Darwin. Nino 3.4 and SOI are
el nino southern oscillation (ENSO) indictors, which is one of the most important global
atmospheric phenomena, influencing rainfall and temperature across the globe. The
Western Pacific subtropic high intensity (WPSH) is measured by the geopotential height at
500 hPa in the region of 110◦ E–180◦ E and 10◦ N to the north [39]. The Southern Hemisphere
annular mode index (SAMI) is defined as the difference in the normalized monthly zonal-
mean sea level pressure between 40◦ S and 65◦ S [40]. Previous studies [39–42] demonstrated
that WPSH and SAMI significantly impact the summer rainfall in the lower Yangtze River
basin. The climate indices with the lag month (up to 6 months lagged) of the highest
correlation coefficient were utilized as predictors, as shown in Figure S1.

The large-scale atmospheric variables used in this study were sea level pressure (SLP)
and meridional wind at 850 mb (V-wind), representing large-scale circulation anoma-
lies [43]. The sea level pressure (SLP) in the Indian Ocean is relevant to rainfall in the
study region [42]. The meridional wind at 850 mb (V-wind) is commonly used as the
large-scale atmospheric predictor for rainfall in varying regions [5,43–45]. Correlation
coefficient between the large-scale atmospheric variables and rainfall was used to select
the spatial grid and the lag month of the large-scale atmospheric variables. As shown
in Figure 2, the spatial grids of SLP were selected by the interactive correlation analysis
provided by the Physical Sciences Division in the Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL
2008) (https://psl.noaa.gov/data/correlation/ (accessed on 7 December 2021)), and the
correlation coefficient between the selected SLP with 4 months lagged and rainfall was
−0.464. All the selected large-scale atmospheric variables were highly correlated with
rainfall in the study region of over 0.001 statistical significance level.

The local meteorological predictors for each station were monthly maximum tempera-
ture (Tmax), monthly minimum temperature (Tmin), monthly mean temperature (Tmean),
monthly mean pressure (Pmean), monthly mean water pressure (emean), monthly mean
relative humidity (dmean) and monthly sunshine duration (Dsun). These predictors were
selected for representing local scale characteristics.

https://psl.noaa.gov/data/correlation/
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Table 2. Summary of candidate predictors for the stacking model.

No. Multiscale Predictors Data Source

1

Large-scale climate
indices

Nino 3.4 index (Nino 3.4)

Hadley Centre Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface
Temperature (Had-ISST). (https://psl.noaa.gov/
gcos_wgsp/Timeseries/Data/nino34.long.data

(accessed on 17 March 2021))

2 Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)
Climatic Research Unit, University of East Anglia.

(https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/soi/
(accessed on 8 March 2021))

3 Southern Hemisphere annular mode index (SAMI) (http://ljp.gcess.cn/dct/page/65609
(accessed on 15 June 2021))

4 Western Pacific subtropic high intensity (WPSH)
National Climate Center

(https://cmdp.ncc-cma.net/Monitoring/
(accessed on 3 June 2021))

5
Large-scale

atmospheric variables

sea level pressure (15◦ S to 25◦ S, 55◦ E to 70◦ E)
(SLP) Reanalysis data of NCEP/NOAA [46]

(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/cgi-bin/data/
timeseries/timeseries1.pl

(accessed on 17 June 2021))
6 meridional wind (20◦ N to 47.5◦ N, 105◦ E to 125◦ E)

(V-wind(1))
7 meridional wind (32.5◦ N, 120◦ E) (V-wind(2))

8

Local meteorological
variables

Monthly mean air temperature (◦C) (Tmean)
China Meteorological Data Service Centre, China

Meteorological Administration (CMA)
(http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/

SURF_CLI_CHN_MUL_DAY_V3.0.html
(accessed on 27 February 2021))

9 Monthly maximum air temperature (◦C) (Tmax)
10 Monthly minimum air temperature (◦C) (Tmin)
11 Monthly mean air pressure (Pmean)
12 Monthly mean vapor pressure (emean)
13 Relative humidity (dmean)
14 Sunshine duration (Dsun)

Figure 2. The correlation coefficient between the sea level pressure (SLP) and rainfall in the study
region: (a) The correlation map for the spatial grids selection; (b) The correlation of the time series
between SLP and rainfall for the lagged months selection.

3. Methodology

The models are trained and evaluated using above predictors. Since regional rainfall
is related to multiscale climatic and meteorological features, the 14 predictors utilized
represent the factors with multiple scales associated with rainfall in the study region. In
addition, rainfall data from 9 rain stations are employed, keeping nearly 90% of each
station for fitting the models (training), and the remaining roughly 10% for evaluating their
prediction skill (testing) [47,48]. A fifty-nine years-long time series for each station are split
in two sets (shown in Figure 3): the training set for the period of 1961–2012, containing
52 years of data and the testing set for the period of 2013–2019, containing the remaining
7-year data. Predictive performance is evaluated over the testing set, which is not learned
in any methods.

https://psl.noaa.gov/gcos_wgsp/Timeseries/Data/nino34.long.data
https://psl.noaa.gov/gcos_wgsp/Timeseries/Data/nino34.long.data
https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/soi/
http://ljp.gcess.cn/dct/page/65609
https://cmdp.ncc-cma.net/Monitoring/
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/cgi-bin/data/timeseries/timeseries1.pl
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/cgi-bin/data/timeseries/timeseries1.pl
http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/SURF_CLI_CHN_MUL_DAY_V3.0.html
http://data.cma.cn/data/cdcdetail/dataCode/SURF_CLI_CHN_MUL_DAY_V3.0.html
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Figure 3. Methodological scheme of training and testing set division to fit and evaluate the models.

3.1. Machine Learning Methods
3.1.1. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)

K-nearest neighbors (KNN) was proposed by Cover T.M. and Hart P.E. [49]. K-nearest
neighbors (KNN) is a non-linear method whose predictions are computed through the
weighted mode (classification) or the weighted mean (regression) of the k nearest points
to the one being predicted. The Euclidean distance metric and Manhattan distance metric
are commonly used metrics for finding the closest k neighbors in the training set. Then,
the predicted target is obtained by averaging these neighbors, or the weighted average
according to the distance. More details on the KNN algorithm can be found in [50].

3.1.2. Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGB)

Extreme gradient boosting (XGB, also known as XGBoost) proposed by Chen and
Guestrin [51], is a new application of gradient boosting machines. As the gradient boosting
machines, XGB is developed through an additive training strategy. The predictions are
made from weak learners that continuously develop over the mistakes from the former
learners. The difference is that the gradient boosting algorithm is a negative gradient that
learns a weak learner to approximate the loss function. XGB first finds the second-order
Taylor approximation of the loss function at that point, and then minimizes the approxima-
tion loss function to train the weak learner. XGB can process sparse data automatically, and
it is generally more than ten times faster than the conventional gradient boosting technique.
For more information, readers are referred to [52].

3.1.3. Support Vector Regression (SVR)

Support vector regression (SVR) is a kind of support vector machine (SVM) [53] for
performing the regression task. The general concept of SVR is that it nonlinearly maps
the feature data into the high-dimensional feature space. The objective of SVR is to find
a hyperplane that maximizes the margins by separating samples belonging to different
groups. The data points that support the margin at a close distance from the hyperplane
are known as support vectors. In SVR, mapping the feature set into the high-dimensional
feature space is achieved by the kernel function. The detailed description on various kernels
can be found in [47]. Previous hydrological studies of SVR application demonstrated that
the radial basis function kernel was found to be effective [5,20,54,55].

3.1.4. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

Artificial neural network (ANN) is inspired by the neurological structure of the human
brain [56]. A common ANN architecture used in this study is the multiple layer perceptrons
(MLP). The mathematical description of the method can be found in [57]. As a brief
description, MLP is a feedforward network that consists of an input layer, hidden layer(s)
and an output layer. The input layer receives external data and the output one produces
the final result. The hidden layers are neurons nodes between the input and out layer,
providing nonlinearity. More complex problems can be solved by increasing the hidden
neurons or layers used. A neuron is a computational unit that receives input from other
neurons that are interconnected with weight. The ‘activation function’ that each neuron uses
receives the linear combination of inputs to produce the results in non-linear transformation.
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In the present study, the traditional backpropagation algorithm [58] was adopted as the
learning algorithm.

3.2. Stacking Ensemble Learning

The stacking ensemble learning is proposed by Wolpert [26], taking advantage of
mutual complementarity among the base models to enhance generalization ability. The
process occurs by, firstly, obtaining the results predicted by a set of diverse base models,
and then optimally combining the outputs from the base models using a meta-learner to
generate the final prediction. To prevent overfitting, the outputs from the base models are
not directly learned by the meta-model. The leave-one-out cross validation method is used
in this ensemble learning strategy. The validation folds are stacked as the new dataset for
the meta-model to learn, which is the reason this strategy is called “stacking”. How to
integrate the base models is important. Multiple linear regression ML models such as RF,
can be used as a meta-model. In our study, weights were assigned to the base models to
constitute the stacking model prediction. The mathematical expression can be presented as:

yP,i =
M

∑
m=1

ωm fm,i (1)

where ωm (m = 1, 2, . . . , M) is the weight assigned for each base models, f m,i represents
the prediction of the model m for the ith observation.

To obtain the optimal final prediction, the set of stacking weights were estimated by
minimizing the mean square linear regression. Thus, the objective function under two
constraints are as follows:

Ω = argmin
N

∑
i=1

[yO,i −
M

∑
m=1

ωm fm,i]
2 (2)

ωm ≥ 0 m = 1, 2, . . . , M (3)

M
∑

m=1
ωm = 1 m = 1, 2, . . . , M (4)

where Ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωM} is the set of weights assigned to the base models. Two
constraints are: (i) weights should be larger than or equal to zero, and (ii) the sum of
the weights equals to one. This leads to a quadratic minimization problem [59], and the
python package ‘qpsolvers’ was used to solve it. Through calculating the weights of the
base models, the stacking model was integrated to generate the final prediction. The
construction of the proposed stacking model and the overall flowchart of the adopted
methodology in this study is presented in Figure 4.

3.3. Hyper-Parameter Optimization

Hyper-parameter tuning is commonly used to construct an appropriate model for
a specific prediction. The model performance varies with different selection of hyper-
parameter values. Table 3 summarizes the main hyper-parameters of the four machine
learning models applied in this study. Taking SVR and ANN as examples, Figure 5 shows
the process of hyper-parameter tuning of the two models. The hyper-parameters were tuned
and evaluated over the training set by k-fold cross-validation [60]. K-fold cross-validation
leveraging information in a small dataset helps to avoid overfitting and to produce a
model that performs well on new data [61]. Figure 5a,b illustrates how the performance
of SVR varies with the hyper-parameter Cost © and Gamma(γ). For SVR, the cost C and
γ with the radial basis function kernel are significant hyper-parameters. It illustrates a
proper value range of the cost C; γ were nearly 10−2 to 10−1 and 10 to 100, respectively.
For ANN, the size of the hidden layer is an essential hyper-parameter, indicating the
complexity of the learning model. In Figure 5c, ANN with a hidden layer of (8) and (8,8)
were compared. Earlier convergence (nearly 190 epochs) and higher performance (R2 of
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0.53) over the validation set were shown on the ANN with the layer of (8) compared to
one with a hidden layer of (8,8). This indicates that the relatively smaller size of hidden
layer ANN has enough learning capacity, and that too large of a size of hidden layer will
cause overfitting. For the machine learning model, multiple important hyper-parameters
impact the model performance comprehensively; the grid search approach was utilized
to optimize the combination of hyper-parameters within the specified range in this study.
Then, the models with hyper-parameters tuned were applied in the testing set. There was
no notable higher performance in the training set than the testing one, indicating that the
models built are reasonable and capable of generalization.

Figure 4. Flowchart of the stacking-based methodology in the study.

Table 3. Summary of the hyper-parameters of the four machine learning models.

Machine Learning Model Hyper-Parameters

K-nearest neighbors (KNN) Number of neighbors
Weights

Extreme gradient boosting (XGB)
Number of estimators

Learning rate
Max depth

Support vector regression (SVR) Cost C
Parameter of Gaussian Kernel—Gamma(γ)

Artificial neural network (ANN)

Size of hidden layer
Activation function

Learning rate
Batch size
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Figure 5. The R2 score of hyper-parameters tuning at Ningguo station. (a) Cost (C) of SVR;
(b) Gamma (γ) of SVR; (c) size of hidden layer of ANN. The shaded areas include 5-flod cross-
validation results.
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3.4. Performance Evaluation

The performances of the above machine learning models were evaluated by the
commonly used statistic metrics: (1) Coefficient of determination (R2), (2) root mean square
error (RMSE), (3) mean absolute error (MAE). R2 measures the proportion of variance
explained by the model. The best possible score is 1.0; a larger value represents a better fit.
RMSE evaluates the residual between observed and predicted values and is particularly
sensitive to the large errors, since the errors are squared before they are averaged. the MAE
is less sensitive to extreme values than the RMSE [62]. The mathematical formulas are
as follows:

Coefficient of determination (R2)

R2 = 1−

N
∑

i=1
(yP,i − yO,i)

2

N
∑

i=1
(yO,i − yO,i)

2
(5)

Root mean square error (RMSE)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(yP,i − yO,i)
2 (6)

Mean absolute error (MAE)

MAE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1
|yP,i − yO,i| (7)

where yP,i and yO,i are the predicted and observed monthly precipitation in test period t
(test slice), respectively, i is the month of the dataset and N (= 84) is the length (number of
samples in the test set) in period t (2013–2019), yO,i is the mean values of the series yO,i.

3.5. Categorization of Dry, Intermediate and Wet Months in Terms of Standardized Precipitation
Index (SPI)

For measuring the model performance on normal, below and above normal monthly
rainfall prediction, the standardized precipitation index (SPI) proposed by McKee et al. [63]
was used to designate the monthly precipitation into the dry/intermediate/wet classifica-
tions. SPI was calculated using the available program from the National Drought Mitigation
Centre (https://drought.unl.edu/droughtmonitoring/SPI/SPIProgram.aspx (accessed on
29 July 2021)). The SPI calculated in this study is based on representing the historical
monthly precipitation record with a gamma distribution. Positive SPI values represent wet
conditions; the higher the SPI, the more unusually wet a month is. Negative SPI values
represent dry conditions; the lower the SPI, the more unusually dry a month is. The detailed
methodology and the computation process of SPI can be found in Angelidis et al. [64].

SPI was obtained based on the observed monthly rainfall series. The calculated SPI
fall into three categories, namely, ‘dry’ (SPI < −1), ‘intermediate’ (−1 ≤ SPI ≤ 1), and ‘wet’
(SPI > 1). The performance of the models above was assessed respectively in terms of the
three categories.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Intercomparison of Model Performances

Four base models and the stacking model are constructed at nine stations in the Taihu
basin for prediction of monthly rainfall. Prediction is independent for each station. The
observed and predicted monthly precipitation series of all the models at the nine stations
are shown in Figure S2.

https://drought.unl.edu/droughtmonitoring/SPI/SPIProgram.aspx
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Figure 6 demonstrates the prediction skills of all the models at the nine rainfall stations.
Among the four base models, the model performances vary in terms of R2, RMSE, and MAE.
The R2 ranges from 0.29 to 0.70. The RMSE and MAE range from 48 mm to 79 mm and
from 35 mm to 51 mm, respectively. It presents analogous ranges of the evaluation metrics
with the previous predictions at the lower reach of the Yangtze River [25], illustrating the
models in this study perform in the reasonable range. Among the base models, ANN at
Xujiahui had the best prediction accuracy with the highest R2 and the smallest RMSE and
MAE, while the accuracy of KNN was the worst in terms of the three metrics at almost all
the stations. There was no base model that performed best at all the stations.

Figure 6. Comparison of model overall performance for the 9 stations using R2; RMSE and MAE.

We then compared the performance of the base models and the stacking model. The
best models selected in terms of R2 and RMSE were same at the nine stations (shown in
Table S1), and the stacking model performed best at two stations. In terms of MAE, the
stacking model performed best at four stations. This implies that, through combining
ML models of diverse structures, the stacking model has the potential to over-perform
all its base models. At the other stations, the stacking model showed analogous accuracy
with the best base models. It should be noted that, though the stacking model was not
selected as the best one at all the nine stations, the variation of each metric was lower,
implying that the stacking model can produce more robust predictions at regional scale.
Additionally, as shown in Table 4, the stacking strategy reduced MAE more effectively than
RMSE, since MAE evaluates the average magnitude, while RMSE is more sensitive to the
large errors, which are squared before they are averaged. This indicates that, except for the
magnification of the large errors generally occurring at extreme rainfall samples [65], the
stacking model appeared to be more favorable in the measurement of average performance
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in the entire rainfall series prediction. The best model for each station selected in terms of
R2, RMSE and MAE is shown in Table S1.

Table 4. Evaluation metrics averaged over the nine stations at different time scales.

Evaluation Metrics KNN XGB SVR ANN Stack

All months
R2 0.407 0.526 0.523 0.532 0.526

RMSE (mm) 68.72 61.57 61.65 60.92 61.51
MAE (mm) 46.34 42.41 43.16 42.47 41.65

Annual
aggregation scale

RMSE (%) 26.12 22.33 22.12 24.63 23.34
MAE (%) 21.39 18.31 18.61 21.02 19.40

Spring RMSE (mm) 43.82 45.74 45.79 47.16 44.22
MAE (mm) 33.86 37.18 36.88 37.89 35.58

Summer
RMSE (mm) 95.50 87.56 87.06 85.19 87.44
MAE (mm) 73.85 66.46 66.21 66.72 66.82

Autumn
RMSE (mm) 77.17 64.35 64.02 62.89 65.27
MAE (mm) 50.55 44.21 44.03 42.61 43.15

Winter
RMSE (mm) 34.45 27.46 29.52 28.06 26.22
MAE (mm) 27.09 21.77 25.54 22.67 21.05

Dry months RMSE (mm) 61.05 47.56 49.45 43.03 46.78
MAE (mm) 49.90 37.47 40.39 32.33 35.87

Intermediate
months

RMSE (mm) 36.98 40.53 42.27 43.94 38.77
MAE (mm) 28.08 32.26 33.06 33.98 30.21

Wet months
RMSE (mm) 121.23 101.22 99.03 96.82 103.43
MAE (mm) 97.86 73.15 72.94 71.33 76.69

Months of extreme
rainfall

RMSE (mm) 197.70 172.36 164.65 157.80 173.26
MAE (mm) 188.36 162.22 153.26 143.32 163.38

4.2. Prediction Skills at Different Time Scales

It is also of importance to predict annual, seasonal and other scales in the water
resources management. Thus, we examined the model performance at annual aggregated
scale, seasonal scale, dry/intermediate/wet months and months of extreme rainfall.

At the annual aggregation scale, Table 4 shows the evaluation metrics (RMSE and MAE)
of the five models at nine rainfall stations over the study region. The RMSE of the stacking
model at the annual aggregation scale was 157.5–399.7 mm (accounting for 15–35% of the
annual precipitation averaged over the 1961–2019 period), and MAE was 157.6–336.7 mm
(accounting for 11–30%). Among the base models, SVR performed satisfactorily at the
annual aggregation scale, with an RMSE of 135.7–333.8 mm (accounting for 10–31%) and
MAE of 110.9–299.6 mm (accounting for 9–25%). Generally, in terms of the performance at
the annual aggregation scale, the stacking model and ML models, such as SVR and XGB,
showed good ability in readily applying to long-term rainfall prediction for regional water
resources management.

Over four seasons, rainfall shows significantly seasonal variability in the study region.
The average monthly rainfall (1961–2019) at the stations was 81.5–137.1 mm in spring (from
March to May), 151.9–194.8 mm in summer (from June to August), 65.0–96.8 mm in autumn
(from September to November), and 39.9–73.0 mm in winter (from December to February).
Thus, evaluation metrics (RMSE and MAE), the percentage of which accounts for average
monthly rainfall over four seasons, were evaluated at the seasonal scale, shown in Figure 7.
In terms of RMSE and MAE, the prediction in winter was the most accurate, followed
by spring and autumn. The evaluation metrics were highest in summer considering its
largest amount of rainfall over four seasons. While, in terms of the percentage of RMSE
and MAE, the prediction in spring was the most accurate, similar in summer and winter,
but worst in autumn. Generally, the stacking model performed better in spring and winter
than in summer and autumn. It is noted that previous studies [40,42,66] have highlighted
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the importance of accurately predicting summer rainfall. Future work is needed to explore
suitable models and the main factors for summer rainfall prediction in this region.

Figure 7. The value and percentage of evaluation metrics (RMSE and MAE) of the stacking model at
the nine stations in four seasons.

The prediction from the above models was further compared in terms of dry/intermediate/
wet months. As mentioned earlier, SPI was used as the index for classifying the categoriza-
tion. The SPI was calculated based on observed monthly rainfall series, and divided all
months into three categories, namely, ‘dry’ (SPI < −1), ‘intermediate’ (−1 ≤ SPI ≤ 1), and
‘wet’ (SPI > 1). The scatter plots of the stacking model are presented in Figure 8. The results
of base models are shown in Figure S3. It revealed that all the models underestimated
rainfall for the wet months, and slightly overestimated rainfall for the dry months.

The predictions for intermediate and dry months were within a minor error range. The
prediction error on wet conditions was high, and rainfall prediction for wet JJA (June-July-
August) months was the most underestimated, indicating that the wet feature is the most
difficult for the machine learning models to capture. The evaluation metrics (RMSE and
MAE) for dry/intermediate/wet months by the stacking model and the base models shown
in Table 4 also offered the same indication. Similar results were also found in other climate
regions [5,24]. Further work is needed to pay attention on wet JJA rainfall prediction, which
is crucial to the regional flood prevention.

Extreme precipitation deserves special attention in the Taihu basin, considering that
intensive precipitation during the ‘Plum Rain Season’ (the rainy season from late June to
early July in the Yangtze Plain) and typhoon season may cause flooding [35]. We compared
the prediction skill of the above models on precipitation above 300 mm, which is considered
as extreme rainfall in the study region. Since the samples of extreme rainfall are a tiny part
in the series (nearly 3%), the extreme rainfall is generally underestimated by the above
models. Such a feature seems difficult for models to capture. The evaluation metrics
on extreme rainfall are shown in Table 4. They indicated that ANN showed the greatest
predictive ability, followed by SVR. The stacking model performed comparable to XGB.
KNN showed poor predictive power on extreme rainfall, since the stacking model with the
weight-distributed strategy is influenced by all the base models. One of the base models
with poor performance may reduce the prediction ability of the stacking one. Other ML
models can be utilized as an alternative in the flexible stacking framework for enhancing
the predictive skill.
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Figure 8. Scatter plot showing the association between observed and predicted rainfall of the stacking
model for the testing period (2013–2019).

4.3. Discussions

Irrespective of the models used in prediction, there are quite differing prediction effects
shown among the nine stations. Higher performance was shown at Xujiahui and Ningguo
station, with R2 of 0.642 and 0.645, respectively, while lower performance was shown at
Nanjing, with R2 only reaching 0.438 by the stacking model, as depicted in Figure 9. The
certain possible reasons that may impact the performance are addressed as follows.

One of the crucial reasons is likely associated with different characteristics in the
rainfall series among these stations. We used CV and probability density of time series
as examples to demonstrate the various features. Figure 9 shows the performance of
the stacking model contrast to the coefficient of variation (CV) at the nine stations. The
higher CV indicated a more disperse rainfall distribution, which may increase the difficulty
of the series prediction. In Table S2, lower CV are shown in all predicted series than
in observational ones, which indicates that the dispersion feature in the time series is
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difficult to capture. Figure 10 shows the probability density distribution of observations
and predictions by the stacking model at the nine stations. Lower probability density in
distribution tails and excessive distribution around 100 mm also show that the predicted
rainfall is prone to concentrate on moderate values, making the dispersion of the series
difficult to reproduce. Further research is needed to examine the main features of time
series that impact the prediction performance.
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Another characteristic that may affect the prediction is the discrepancy between
the rainfall distributions for the training set (1961–2012) and the testing set (2013–2019).
Figure 10 shows that the probability distribution in the range of 0–100 mm significantly
reduces, while the monthly rainfall larger than 200 mm occurs more frequently during the
testing period (2013–2019) at most of stations. In comparison, there are similar probability
distributions in the training and testing period at Xujiahui and Ningguo station, conducive
to high prediction accuracy at these stations. It implies that the characteristics of training
and testing sets have a notably high impact on the prediction accuracy. Further works can
consider the statistical characteristics in the ML prediction model construction to enhance
the predictive ability.

The division of training and testing sets is an inevitable issue in time series prediction.
Generally, for building a statistical predictive model, the training set and the testing set
are required to contain the same distribution [67], which is conducive to achieving good
prediction results. However, due to the complexities in the change of rainfall character-
istics [4] which is caused by natural and anthropogenic factors, the physical factors that
impact rainfall characteristics are needed in the models as prediction factors in the long
term rainfall prediction to reveal this change. In addition, other climatic and meteorological
variables utilized as predictors also show non-stationarity and complexity in dynamic
climate systems [68]. Identifying major drivers of regional rainfall for mapping relationship
construction is also important to enhance the predictive ability.
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Figure 10. Probability density distribution of observations and predictions by the stacking model at
the nine stations.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a stacking ensemble learning model and its base models were compared
for the prediction of monthly rainfall at nine stations in the Taihu basin, China, using
large-scale climate indices, large-scale atmospheric variables, and local meteorological
variables as predictors. Principal conclusions of the study are as follows:

(1) Through combining models of diverse structures, the stacking model showed the
potential to over-perform all the base models. In terms of different evaluation metrics,
the results varied among the models. In terms of R2 and RMSE, the stacking model
performed best at two stations (Pinghu and Ningguo). In terms of MAE, the stacking
model performed best at four stations (Liyang, Pinghu, Hangzhou and Nanjing). At
the other rainfall stations, the stacking approach also showed satisfactory performance,
close to the best one of the individual base models, and especially showed favorable
results in term of MAE. Thus, the proposed stacking model can produce reasonable
predictions for the entire rainfall series.

(2) At the annual aggregation scale, the stacking model and ML models (SVR and XGB)
performed satisfactorily, showing good ability in applying long-term rainfall predic-
tion for regional water resources management. Over four seasons, the stacking model
generally showed better performance in spring and winter than in summer and au-
tumn. In terms of dry/intermediate/wet months, the models showed a greater minor
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error range in dry and intermediate months than wet months, with underestimation
of the wet months and slight overestimation of the dry months.

(3) In terms of extreme rainfall, ANN outperformed the stacking model. The ML models
generally undervalue extreme rainfall. ANN, relatively, generated the closest predic-
tion, showing the potential to capture the extreme wet condition. Further work is
needed to explore ML methods to enhance the ability of predicting extreme rainfall,
especially in regions vulnerable to flooding.

In this study, a stacking ensemble model of combining different machine learning
model structures was proposed in rainfall prediction. In this flexible stacking framework,
the attempts to improve base-learners and meta-learners were promising to enhance the
prediction ability in further research. In addition to the model structures, the difference
between training and testing data distributions also affected the prediction performance.
Further study should focus on the variability in rainfall series, the identification of impor-
tant drivers to enhance the prediction ability and the examination of more ML models,
such as recurrent neural network (RNN) [58], under the ensemble framework. The data-
driven model with the stacking ensemble framework is readily generalized to other climatic
regions, using climatic, meteorological and diverse information.
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(c) WPSH; (d) SAMI, Figure S2: Prediction results of monthly rainfall at the stations in the Taihu
basin, Figure S3: Scatter plot showing the association between observed and predicted rainfall of
the base models for the testing period (2013–2019), Table S1: The best model selected in terms of
R2, RMSE and MAE at the nine stations, Table S2: The coefficient of variation deviation (CV) of the
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